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\(^1\) Concealed, secret, or unknown history.
What good is a book
Every great human being exerts a retroactive force: for his sake all of history is placed in the balance again, and a thousand secrets of the past crawl out of their hiding places—into his sunshine. There is no way of telling what may yet become part of history. Perhaps the past is still essentially undiscovered! So many retroactive forces are still needed!
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</tr>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDEX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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| William IX, Court of Poitiers, | Worms, Diet of, |
| Williams, Wallace E.,          | writing and writers, |
| willing in Schopenhauer,       |                      |
| wine,                          | Xerxes,              |
| wisdom                         |                      |
| for the common people,         |                      |
| Wissenschaft,                  |                      |
| witchcraft,                    |                      |
| Wittgenstein, Ludwig,          |                      |
| Wohlseins und Wohlwollens,     |                      |
| women,                         | Yes-saying,          |
|                               | youths,              |
| work, and boredom,            | Zarathustra,         |
| workers,                       | Zelter, Karl Friedrich, |
| world, affirming another, man  | Zeno,                |
| and, scientific interpretation of the, surface- and sign-, | Zeus, |
| Zukunftiger,                   | Zoroaster (see Zarathustra) |
| Zukunftsmusikant,              |                      |
that does not even carry us beyond all books?
“These word lists stand as signposts to an intellectual terrain recoverable only speculatively, through indexical trace. Nietzsche the author is long vanished from this text, which is based upon a posthumous translation of The Gay Science, and the loss of history that is a central theme of that book becomes enacted in this Index of Joy. All we have is what is left behind... A conceptual work that enacts its polemical operations through a deceptively simple device, Nicholas Thurston’s Historia Abscondita uses visual and material references to call forth the associative process through which the impossible task of recovery is provoked.”

—Johanna Drucker, University of Virginia

Historia Abscondita selects its title, format and purpose from amongst Friedrich Nietzsche’s “most personal of all books”, Die fröhliche Wissenschaft (“la gaya scienza”). Without a word of his own, Thurston dances with Nietzsche to the song of his aphorisms, re-reading possibility into his classic challenges through a subtle conceptual appropriation.

The index of Walter Kaufmann’s canonical English translation provides a site and concealed syntax that Thurston opens anew. The past, present and future influences, on and of Nietzsche, become conceptually unbound. This book allows the new relations of alphabetised coincidence that emerge to remain joyously unstable.